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Editorial- In 2011, Acad. Trofimov and Druzhinin published in Russia their book: “Informational Programs –
Perspectives of the Ecology and Medicine of the 21st Century”. The book delivers the results of their longterm studies of the importance of hydrogen (they call them solar protons). They claim that basic reason
for our aging is the lack of enough hydrogen to form the hydrogen bonds and hydrogen is pooled from
nucleotides, like DNA, proteins, and pigments. This leads to aging of the body and decreased energy – all
caused by the decreased amount of hydrogen in the body. The book delivers information about the
created by them equipment TRODR-1 for treatment of water. It increases the amount of solar protons
(hydrogen) in the water, which slows down the process of aging and restores the harmonic functioning of
the organs.
This is a revolutionary new outlook to the process of aging of living creatures and the amazing
thing is that both the living creatures and the stars age because of the lack of not enough hydrogen. Is the
lack of enough hydrogen at the bottom of the constant increase of the disorder (entropy) with time, which
means winning of disorder over the order? The energy of the new stars comes from burning hydrogen
and transforming it into helium. The stars age as the amount of hydrogen decreases. The binary stars are
two stars orbiting around each other - one of the stars is an old star sucking energy from the poles of a
younger star. This continues until both stars have the same energy and shine with the same intensity. Is
the old star sucking hydrogen from the younger star? Is this a way the old stars found to rejuvenate
themselves?
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n 2011, Acad. Trofimov and Druzhinin published in
Russia their book: “Informational Programs –
Perspectives of the Ecology and Medicine of the 21st
Century”. The book delivers the results of their long-term
studies of the importance of hydrogen (they call them
solar protons). They claim that basic reason for our
aging is the lack of enough hydrogen to form the
hydrogen bonds and hydrogen is pooled from
nucleotides, like DNA, proteins, and pigments. This
leads to aging of the body and decreased energy – all
caused by the decreased amount of hydrogen in the
body. The book delivers information about the created
by them equipment TRODR-1 for treatment of water. It
increases the amount of solar protons (hydrogen) in the
water, which slows down the process of aging and
restores the harmonic functioning of the organs.
This is a revolutionary new outlook to the
process of aging of living creatures and the amazing
thing is that both the living creatures and the stars age
because of the lack of not enough hydrogen. Is the lack
of enough hydrogen at the bottom of the constant
increase of the disorder (entropy) with time, which
means winning of disorder over the order? The energy of
the new stars comes from burning hydrogen and
transforming it into helium. The stars age as the amount
of hydrogen decreases. The binary stars are two stars
orbiting around each other - one of the stars is an old
star sucking energy from the poles of a younger star.
This continues until both stars have the same energy
and shine with the same intensity. Is the old star sucking
hydrogen from the younger star? Is this a way the old
stars found to rejuvenate themselves?
Interestingly enough, if we draw the periodic
table of the chemical elements of Mendeleev as a spiral,
the hydrogen (the simplest element) will be at the
bottom of the spiral. Is this what made the hydrogen so
vitally important and made the lack of enough of it
reason for aging of stars, as well as living beings?
Another reason for people’s aging is the lack of vitamins
and minerals in our food. The Noble Prize winner Linus
Pauling said that in the whole history of humanity on
Earth there was no period of time like ours – with so
much food with so little nutritional value. Our food, being

raised with artificial fertilizers does not have the vitamins
and minerals it should have.
The Institute of Bioregulation and Gerontology
in St. Peterburg, Russia, confirmed the findings of Dr.
Kanchzhen that another reason for aging is not enough
basic amino acids. When they added to the vitamins
and minerals basic amino acids the results were
staggering – the people when taking them looked and
felt much younger. The vitamins, minerals, and amino
acid combination was called Tsitamins in the name of
Dr. Jiang Kanchzhen. Dr. Kanchzhen was born in China
and he did research in China, which was very much
ahead of his time. As far back as in 1961, Dr.
Kanchzhen built a Biotron, which was projecting the
biofield of one animal on microwave radiation and then
transmitting it to the biofield of another animal. By
projecting the biofield of ducks on chickens, he was
getting hybrids like chicken with duck’s beaks. Mao tze
Dun disliked what Dr. Kanchzhen was doing because it
was against the communist materialism and Kanchzhen
got into trouble.
Dr. Kanchzhen immigrated to Russia in 1971,
but there was no understanding and appreciation of
what he was doing in Russia either. He was working as
an acupuncturist for living and doing the experiments
with his Biotron at home (but at least the Russians were
not hostile). He published a book: “Theory of Field’s
Control – Microwave Transmitter of Biological
Information”, which describes his experimental findings
that DNA exists in two forms – material DNA (which is
the passive form) and field DNA (which is the active
form). While the material form of DNA preserves the
genetic code and assures the stability of body
functioning, the field-form of DNA is capable to accept
information from the environment and change the DNA
to adapt to the new environment.
This agrees with my statement that everything
material is a material body and nonlinear
electromagnetic field (NEMF) [2]. Based on his own
experiments, Acad. Garyaev at much later time claimed
that the genome seams to be quazi-conscious [1]. Dr.
Kanchzhen found that microwaves with frequency 11
GHz could even change the material DNA. The Russians
found that microwaves with frequency 1 – 2 GHz is the
zone, in which viruses manifest themselves in our aura,
which according to my almostzh40 years of study is
nonlinear electromagnetic field (NEMF) [3]. Since the
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frequency of the 5G fast internet is 1 – 2 GHz, with the
5G technology we are entering a dangerous zone (!).
Since I found [4] that our NEMF is emotional
and we say we are in high Spirit when we experience
positive emotions (or just think positively) and we say we
are in low Spirit when we experience negative emotions
(or just think negatively), the aura we see is our Spirit.
(Then I found that the ancient Jewish Kabala for high
priests was teaching that the aura is our Spirit). The
Spirit (seen as aura) is donut shape NEMF, which
surrounds the body and protects the material body as a
protective shield – viruses can attack the body only if
this NEMF field allows them to reach the body. For that
reason, the 5G fast internet is dangerous because it
disturbs the wholeness of our protective shield seen as
841 aura and called Spirit. So, if we are lucky enough to
survive the Pandemic, the next technology 6G fast
internet with frequency 11 GHz will change our DNA.
In 1990s, Dr. Kanchzhen was finally able to
patent in Russia his findings. In 1992 he got a patent for
changing hereditary information with transmition of
bioinformation. In 1996 he got patent for his rejuvenation
experiments. In 1997 he finally got patent for his Biotron
Jiang, which he built in 1961. (This means he got the
patent for his Biotron 36 years after he built it). This is
the prize he paid for being ahead of his time. I had to
wait 40 years to see my article published explaining full
intuitive creativity as a synchronous work at the same
level of over-excitement of the digital computer of our
Conscious and the Quantum Computer of our
Subconscious [5], [6]. It was published after we started
making Quantum Computers.
The same was the destiny of my article
explaining partial intuitive creativity as a transfer of
solutions from the Quantum Computer in the
Subconscious to the Digital Computer in our Conscious
through the barrier between them – it is a quantum
transfer through tunneling the barrier. It got published
after we started making Quantum Computers. I was not
acquaintant with the work of Dr. Kanchzhen until
recently, but I have articles published that the aura’s
NEMF is our Spirit (weak informational field), which is
magnetically attached to the NEMF of our material
body… and this is true for all living beings (plants,
animals, and humans) [7].
I have also published the article [7], which
explains the role of our NEMF in the adaptation to new
environment. But let’s go back to what Dr. Kanchzhen
did. After the Institute of Bioregulation and Gerontology
in St. Petersburg confirmed the rejuvenation effect of Dr.
Jiang Kanchzhen combination of vitamins, minerals, and
aminoacids (patent of 1996), Russia started making
them and exporting them under the name Tsitamins in:
Canada, the UK, Switzerland, Japan, etc. It seems that
the time has come to appreciate what Dr. Kanchzhen
found so many years ago.
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